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Abstract 

By analyzing a large number of web pages, we proposed a page segment algorithm 

which is based on DOM tree structural features and visual features. The algorithm 

segments the pages to the small particles. It produces basic processing units for 

recognition algorithms. After segmenting the pages, we extracted the structural and visual 

features of the pages, and proposed a method to identify the body of the web article. The 

method uses clustering algorithm and heuristic rules to produce an automatic wrapper. A 

testing experiment demonstrated the efficacy of the algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

In the field of data mining, it needs to pre-processing a web page when extract 

information from a web page [1]. Blocking the page is one of the pre-processing methods. 

At present, there are two kinds of page partition algorithms [2-4]: page blocking based on 

DOM tree model and visual model. 

Page partition algorithms based on DOM model are mostly committed to dividing the 

page structure of the DOM tree into appropriate sub-tree [5-6], with which making up 

semantic chunks of the page. This method is relatively simple, but lack of good generality 

[7-10]. 

Page partition algorithms based on visual model need to extract visual information 

from large number of pages and use lots heuristic rules [11-12]. The time efficiency is 

relatively low for the necessary of rendering the page and extracting visual information 

[13]. But the page partition tends to be more accurate for visual information which can 

provide more page features [17]. In order to overcome the defects of the two methods, this 

paper puts forward a page blocking algorithm of based on DOM Structure and visual 

information, making effect of page block both efficient and accurate. 

After data pre-processing, it needs to extract useful information using the information 

extraction technology. The Wrapper [18] is the most important and common method. 

Artificial wrapper is a most popular technology in early information extraction field. The 

disadvantage is that the maintenance cost is very high, and it needs amend with the 

change of the page template, but its accuracy is high [19]. Semi-automatic wrapper 

completes the wrapper with supervision or semi-supervision through integrating the 

machine learning method. At present, Semi-automatic wrapper methods include RAPIER, 

SoftMealy, ShopBot, STALKER, SRV, WIEN and WHISK etc. Automatic wrapper 

automatically generates wrapper with strong robustness using heuristic rules and machine 

learning methods, based on the analysis and summary structural features of large number 

of HTML source code under the same type of page. Roadrunner [20] is the most famous 

of automatic wrapper on the early period. It doesn't need user participation, has the 
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advantage of low maintenance cost, and has become the main development direction of 

information extraction technology. 

This paper proposed the concept of text Block, completed design of page partition 

algorithm based on Block node; and then finished the full-automatic, unsupervised 

identification method based on Single-Pass clustering algorithm for the body of Web 

articles, and implements a full automatic wrapper. 

 

2. Related Knowledge of Web Article Page Block and Information 

Extraction 
 

 2.1. Web article Model  

The effective information of articles pages is title, body, abstract, illustration, subtitle 

of illustration and related link list. The article model is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Web Page Article Model 

2.2. Visual Feature 

Currently, in the field of page information extraction, visual features is widely used, of 

which the most widely used is the normalized value of distance between page elements 

and the left margin of the browser and width of browser:  

(1)                                
hScreenWidt

Left
L   

Where, Left is the distance between page elements and the left margin of the browser. 

And ScreenWidth is the width of browser. L is the normalized Left. 

(2)                     
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Where, Width is the width of page elements. ScreenWidth is the width of browser. 

Right is the distance between page elements and the right margin of the browser. W is the 

normalized Width. 

 

2.3. The Structure Characteristics of DOM Tree 

The structure characteristics of DOM tree mainly refers to the information 

characteristics contained in page corresponding DOM tree structure, including the tag 

name, node types corresponds to page elements and path name from the root node to 

element nodes, etc. 
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Figure 2. The DOM Tree Path of a Text Node 

The DOM tree path is string consist of name of all the nodes from the DOM tree 

Document root node to a certain node. As is shown in Figure 2, the rectangle is a text 

node, the DOM tree nodes in the virtual box are the ancestors of the text node, in turn 

back up, and it’s a DOM tree path is: 

 <HTML>|<BODY>|<DIV>|<SPAN>|<P> 

 

2.4. Page Block Algorithm from Bottom to Top 

VIPS algorithm is widely used in field of information extraction of page. But VIPS 

requires the user to preset the value of PDoC to complete the page block size 

requirements. For different page types and application requirement, the value of PDoC is 

often different and difficult to determine. Some algorithms [14-16] based on the 

applications and the improvements of VIPS are proposed, and page partition algorithm 

based on visual model is also gradually becoming a key research direction in the field of 

page partition algorithm. 

Different from VIPS algorithm that block the page from top to bottom, using 

“BLOCK” value of “display” property of node gain the text segment from bottom to top 

can eliminate semantic BLOCK does not contain text. “Display” is one of the HTML Tag 

Attributes. 

Block node: Element node whose value of “display” property is “BLOCK” in DOM 

tree. 

Block chunk: Information set under Block node in DOM tree.  

 

3. The Body Identification Method of the Web Article 
 

3.1. Review Stage 

3.1.1. Text Block 

On the basis of Block, the concepts of minimum block of Block, Span and Strong are 

defined. 

If it does not contain any other Block within a Block, we call this Block the smallest 

Block. If it does not contain any other Block within a Span, we call this Span the smallest 

Span. If it does not contain any other Block within a Strong, we call this Strong the 

smallest Strong. 

Minimum blocks of Block, Span and Strong are semantic block which do not contain 

other Blocks. Figure 3 is pseudo code of discriminates weather a block of Block, Span or 

Strong is the smallest block of Block, Span and Strong or not. 
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Analysis shows that, the invalid text information that user do not interested in Web 

pages, such as the Script code and HTML explain, will not displayed on the page after the 

browser rendering the page. However, the valid text information that user interested in is 

placed in labels from "< P >", "< DIV >", "< BLOCKQUOTE >", "< CENTER >", "< H1 

>" to "< H6 >", "< SPAN >" and "< STRONG >". These labels on the display properties, 

except "< SPAN >" and "< STRONG >", the default value is "BLOCK". 

Further analysis shows that, the minimum block containing the valid text information 

of Block, Span, and Strong does not contain the non-text noise information such as 

pictures, video and flash animations, and within a Block is the full text information 

 

Figure 3. Pseudo Code of Discriminates the Smallest Block of Block, Span 
and Strong 

Usually, the valid text in minimum block of Block, Span and Strong will take palace 

overlap content but different visual effect. However, according to different visual 

features, the result of the same operation on different semantic Block with the same 

content is often different. So the smallest block of Block, Span and Strong having the 

same text can be processed as different semantic block. 

Based on the above analysis, we can draw the following conclusions: for Web pages, 

text Semantic Block can be seen as all smallest blocks of Block, Span and Strong 

containing the effective visual text within the page. In order to facilitate discussion, all 

those blocks are generally called text Block. As is shown in Figure 3-2, rectangle 

represents the Element node, oval represents a text node, and blue rectangle is a text 

Block, namely the smallest block of Block, Span and Strong.  

In Figure 4, the far left blocks of Span and Strong are not text Block, because they 

contain the Block. And the far right Block is a text Block, because in the text Block can 

contain the text Block consists of the minimum block of Span or Strong. 
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Figure 4.Text Block (Gray) 

3.1.2. Page Block Algorithm Based on Block Node 

To divide semantic block with the Web page article, an algorithm, which can output all 

text blocks within the page by entering the document node of one page, is needed to 

input：Element node responding to one block of Block, Span or Strong 

output：Weather an input block is a smallest block of Block, Span and Strong or not. 

isMinBlock(Element) 

1 Init Queue，The elements of Queue is all the children of node Element. 

2 While Queue not null 

3     E = Poll from Queue 

4     If E is Block node 

5         Then return false 

6     Else pull all children of E to Queue 

7     End if 

8  End while 

9  Return true 
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implement.  According to the analysis of the section 3.1.1, this paper proposed a page 

blocking algorithm based on node Block for Web page article. 

 

Figure 5. Pseudo Code of Page Blocking Algorithm Based on Block Node 

The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5, the main process is as follows: 

1. Traverse the DOM tree; get the List of all Text nodes within one page. 

2. For each Text node in Text node list, searching ancestor nodes contains the Text 

node from bottom to top. 

3. When searching into a non Block node, if the node forms a block of Span or Strong, 

and there is no record of this block in the results list, then the algorithm will add the Block 

to the results list, and continue to search up. 

4. When searching into a Block node, if the block corresponding to this node is the 

smallest Block, then stop the search on the current Text node. Also, if there is no record 

of this block in the results list, the Block will be added to the results list. 

5. When searching into the node of document, the search on the current Text node will 

be stopped. 

6. Continue searching to the next Text node. 

7. All Text nodes within one page is searched and returned to the Text block list. 

 

3.2. Design for Identifying of Web Text 

On basis of page partition algorithm based on Block node, this section first completes 

design of semi-automatic, semi-supervised identification method based on Bayesian 

classification algorithm, then complete design of automatic, unsupervised recognition 

method based on Single - Pass clustering algorithm. 

 

3.2.1 Analysis of Characteristics of Web Text 

Analysis on source code and visual layout of large number of Web page shows that, A 

Web text has the following visual and structural features: 

1. The body consists of several texts. 

2. The text is always centred on the most significant position of the page. 

3. The page layout of most text is left-aligned. 

4. The width of the most text is visually equal. 

input：Nodes of document of a page 

output：Text block list 

Find(document) 

1 Traverse to get the List of all Text nodes within one page. 

2 For each node in List 

3     Parent equals node’s father node 

4     While Parent != null and Parent != document 

5         If parent can form a block of Block, Span and Strong 

6             Then If parent is not the smallest block of Block, Span or Strong                      

7                      Then Break 

8                  End if 

9                  If set contain parent 

10                      Then Break 

11                  End if 

12                  Add parent into Set and ResultList 

13                  If parent is not block of Span or Strong 

14                      Then Break 

15                  End if 

16          End if 

17      End if 

18 End for 

19 Return ResultList 
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5. The font of the text uses the same style and size 

6. All texts are in the same layout area of the page, with the same DOM tree path. 

7. Generally, the number of period in the text is the largest of the whole page. 

Feature 3, 4, and 6 are very significant among these features, which are embodied in 

having strict equal. For example, left-aligned of text segment is strictly aligned, equal 

width is strictly equal width, and the DOM tree path is strictly equal. 

 

3.2.2 Identification Method Based on Single-Pass 

In the process of Single - Pass clustering for page text blocks, algorithm using text 

feature distance measure dissimilarity degree between two text semantic blocks. 

(3)                                                 ijijij SVD   

Where, i and j represent two different text blocks. Dij represents the text feature 

distance between i and j; Vij represents visual distance between i and j; Sij represents 

structural distance between i and j. 

Feature distance between i and j consists of two parts, they respectively are Visual 

features distance and structural features distance. Visual features distance is defined as 

follows： 

(4)                       
222 )()()( jijijiij ffwwllV   

Structural feature distance is defined as follows: 

(5)                                   
1.0),cos( 


ji

ij
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Where, cos (Pi, Pj) represents cosine similarity of DOM tree path between i and j；θ  

represents predefined values. 

In the process of Single-Pass clustering, the algorithm uses text feature distance 

measure dissimilarity degree between instance and representative instances. 

The pseudo code using Single-Pass Clustering to partition text block is shown in fig. 6, 

the specific workflow is as follows: 

(1) Instances in text block list are processed serially in the algorithm. 

(2) The first instance in text block list is allocated to the first cluster and as its 

representative. 

(3) Clustering each subsequent instance in text block list, calculating dissimilarity 

degree between the instance and all representatives of generated clusters using text feature 

distance, recording the cluster with the smallest dissimilarity degree. 

(4) If the text feature distance between instance and recorded clusters is not greater 

than the predefined threshold, adding the instance into this cluster and calculating the 

representative of the cluster again. 

(5) If the text feature distance between instance and recorded clusters is greater than 

the predefined threshold, building a new cluster, allocating the instance to this cluster and 

taking it as the new cluster’s representative. 
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Figure 6. Pseudo Code of Using Single-Pass Clustering for Text Block 

After Single-Pass clustering for the text blocks, it needs complete the recognition for 

Web text. According analysis of the general characteristics of the Web text in section 

3.2.1, Web text consisting of a number of text blocks is always in the most prominent 

position of the page, and the number of periods in the entire page text is the largest. 

Therefore, this paper uses the following two rules to identify class of the body. 

Rule 1：The distance between the first text block within the class and margin-top of 

the browser is not greater than two times of the height of the browser. 

Rule 2：Statistics all the texts according to Punctuation table for each class, the text 

classes is class with the largest number of punctuations. 

There are two punctuations in punctuation table of this paper, making the method 

usable both for domestic pages and foreign pages. One is period “ 。” in Chinese 

webpage, the other is full stop “  .”  in English webpage. 

 After identifying of text class, adding the missing text blocks to the text class for the 

complement operation. Specific workflow of complement operation is as follows: 

1. The text blocks are divided into text and non-text blocks after Clustering of text 

blocks. 

2. Obtain the visual and structural features of text blocks via text block list, including: 

common font size, DOM tree path, and top-bottom-left-right boundaries of text block. 

The common font size of text block is the font size used mostly in all the text blocks. 

3. Non-text blocks are processed serially. 

4. When the font size of the text block is the common font size, DOM tree path is the 

DOM tree path of the text block, and the text blocks is in the area of text block, then add 

the text block to the text blocks. 

5. Complete the complement operation. 

Thus, the identification of the article body is completed based on Single-Pass clustering 

algorithm. 

 

Input：A text block list 

Output：Several text block lists 

Cluster (input) 

1 Init Queue List<List>，a List represents a cluster，element is a text block 

2 Index = the length of input  

3 C = the number of clusters in a List<List>  

4 Threshold = predefined threshold 

5 Construct a new cluster L in List<List>, add the 0th element of input into the new 

cluster. 

6 For i from 1 to Index 

7     minJ = 0 

8     minDis = input[i] and dissimilarity degree represented by the first cluster in 

List<List> 

9     For j from 1 to Index 

10         If input[i] < minDis 

11             Then minDis = input[i] and dissimilarity degree represented by the jth cluster in 

List<List> 

12                 minJ = j 

13         End if 

14     End for 

15     If minDis < Threshold 

16         Then add input[i] into the minJth clusters in List<List> ， compute the 

representative of the new cluster。 

17     Else construct a new cluster in List<List>, add input[i] into the new cluster. 

18     End if 

19 End for 

20 Return List<List> 
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3.3. Text Extraction of Web Article 

For a web page, the browser interpreted the source code of the page from top to 

bottom, and for the text within the text block, the content is formed from top to bottom in 

the source code. Therefore, the extraction rule for contents in text block is: preorder 

traversal DOM sub-tree corresponding to text blocks, extract all text nodes in turn, then 

joint into the full text in a text block. Figure 7 shows the DOM sub-tree corresponding to 

a text block, this text Block is a minimum Block, and its text joint of five leaf nodes 

ABCDE. 

 

Figure 7. The DOM Tree Corresponding to a Text Block 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The experimental environment in this section is operating system Windows 7 32bit, 

JDK1.6.0 _21 32bit, Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Quad CPU 2.50 GHz, and 2 GB of RAM. The 

experimental data is article page from NetEase, tencent, CNN, Web sites domestic and 

overseas such as the United States Newsweek. We use measure F1 of β=1 for metric F. 

Table 1 is the experiment result of VIPS algorithm when PDoC= 10, Table 2 is result 

of page block based on node Block. Experimental results` statistic is some information 

about text segments in Web article. If a text segment is included in a semantic block with 

only text, then the text segment is properly blocked. Table 3 is result of identification of 

Web text using Naive Bayesian classification algorithm. Table 4 is result of identification 

of the Web text using Single-Pass clustering algorithm.   

Table 1. Experiment Results of VIPS Block (10) 

website The number of 

text segment  

the number 

of recall  

Correct 

number 

Precision Recall F1 

NetEase 334 334 334 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Sina 655 655 655 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CNN 450 450 427 0.949 1.000 0.974 

total 3577 3449 3426 0.958 0.964 0.961 

Table 2. Experiment Results of Page Block Based on Node Block 

website The number of 

text segment  

the number 

of recall  

Correct 

number 

Precision Recall F1 

Netease 334 334 334 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Sina 655 655 655 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CNN 450 450 450 1.000 1.000 1.000 

total 3577 3495 3495 0.977 0.977 0.977 

 

STRONG 
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BLOCK 

SPAN A 

B 

C 

D 
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Table 3. Experiment Results of Identification the Web Text Using Naive 
Bayesian Classification Algorithm 

website Token Count  identification 

number 

Correct 

number 

Precision Recall F1 

Sina 655 659 655 0.994 1.000 0.997 

CNN 450 429 417 0.972 0.927 0.949 

total 3534 3481 3152 0.905 0.892 0.899 

Table 4. Experiment Results of Identification the Web Text Using Single-
Pass Clustering Algorithm 

website Token Count  identification 

number 

Correct 

number 

Precision Recall F1 

Sina 655 612 609 0.995 0.930 0.961 
CNN 450 449 448 0.998 0.996 0.997 
total 3534 3454 3413 0.988 0.966 0.977 

The experiment results show that, the page block algorithm based on node Block can 

reduce the noise information in the Block better compared with the general page block 

algorithm VIPS. And the recognition method based on Single-Pass clustering algorithm 

has good effect, has stronger applicability than any other method based on classification 

algorithm, and recognition method based on Single-Pass clustering algorithm can achieve 

an automatic, no supervision wrapper for Web text. Although the effect is good, but as is 

show in time efficiency contrast Figure 8, this unsupervised approach takes more time 

than other half supervision methods. The difference is more obvious in the more complex 

pages. 

 

Figure 8. Time Efficiency Comparison of Three Identification Methods 

5. Conclusion 

The paper analyzed DOM tree structure and visual information of a lots of Web pages, 

proposed a automatic extraction method of the Web page information, and achieved a 

common automatic wrapper of extracting information from Web page articles. 

Firstly, through the analysis of a large number of Web pages, the paper puts forward a 

Web page partition algorithm based on node Block. Algorithm successfully converts half 

structure pages to structured data. Then, on the basis of page block, the paper proposed 

and realized the automatic identification algorithm for Web text using Sing - Pass 

clustering method, and gave the distance metric between text semantic blocks. The 
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experimental results show that, this method can achieve an efficient, without any user 

involved automatic wrapper. Compared with recognition method using Naive Bayesian 

and C4.5 decision tree classification algorithm, this method has higher values of F1 and 

good effect.  

Although the effect of proposed page partitioned and web text recognition method is 

good, compared with a semi-supervised automatic wrapper, the time efficiency of this 

unsupervised automatic wrapper needs to be improved. 
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